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INTRODUCTION
Clouds are widely used by both industry and research community; clouds provide an affordable access to powerful computing facilities for open public. Cloud Computing [1, 2] technologies are evolving as a common way to provide infrastructure services, using resources virtualization as a tool for the efficient usage of the physical resources, and requiring on-demand provisioning capabilities for an adequate commercialization. Cloud technologies bring applications and infrastructure services mobility and physical/hardware platform independency to the existing distributed computing and networking applications. The provisioned cloud based infrastructure services may involve multi-provider and multi-domain resources, including integration with the legacy services and infrastructures. In this way, clouds represent a new step in evolutional computing and communication technologies development chain by introducing a new type of services and a new abstraction layer for the general infrastructure services virtualisation to achieve distributed applications mobility. Current development of the cloud technologies demonstrates movement to developing Intercloud models, architectures and integration tools that could allow integrating cloud based infrastructure services into existing enterprise and campus infrastructures [3] , on one hand, and provide common/interoperable environment for moving existing infrastructures and infrastructure services to virtualised cloud environment [4] , on the other hand. More complex and enterprise oriented use of cloud infrastructure services will require developing new service provisioning and security models that could allow creating complex project and group oriented infrastructures provisioned ondemand and across multiple providers.
Recently published cloud related standards and BCP documents, such as the NIST Cloud Computing Reference Architecture (CCRA) [2] , ITU-T FG-Cloud Technical Report [5] , ITU-T JCA-Cloud Cloud Roadmap [6] , Open Data Center Alliance Master Usage Model [7] , and OGF Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) [8] , provide a good basis for the consistent technology development but require further research to address more complex cloud usage scenarios involving multiple cloud service providers and cloud service models.
This paper presents on-going research to develop the Intercloud Architecture Framework (ICAF) that intends to address problems with multi-domain heterogeneous cloud based applications integration and interoperability, including integration and interoperability with legacy IT (Information Technology) infrastructure services, and to facilitate interoperable and manageable inter-provider cloud infrastructures federation. The paper refers to the architectural framework for provis Infrastructure Services On-Demand [9] bei the authors as a result of cooperative effort currently running projects such as GEA GEYSERS [11] , that provides a basis f proposed Intercloud architecture. The significantly extends the initial research res the authors paper [12] .
The remainder of the paper is organ Section II describes general use cases for pr based infrastructures that provides a motiva Intercloud architecture. Section III summari and defines the main components of the pro Architecture. Section IV describes the m Services Model, and section V descr functionalities of other ICAF componen describes the Service Delivery Framework, presents a general analysis of the cloud se refers to ongoing works by the author provides information about ongoing imple ICAF components in the GEYSERS projec are discussed in section IX, and the paper co future developments in section X.
II. GENERAL USE CASES FOR
The following basic use cases for Intercl are considered:
(1) Enterprise IT infrastructure migrati evolution that will require both the integrat infrastructure with cloud based component and in the second stage progressive transf cloud infrastructure services to specialise platform services;
(2) Large project-oriented scientific (capable of handling big data) including de network infrastructure that need to be demand [14] ; (3) IT infrastructure disaster recovery only data backup but also the whole support restoration/setup on possibly new compute or hardware platform.
All use cases should allow the whole computers, storage, network and other provisioned on-demand, independently f platform and allow integration with local p and legacy services and applications. This on the resources and services virtualization cloud technologies.
The main goal of the enterprise infrastructure is to support the enterpri workflow and operational procedures rela monitoring and data processing. Clou simplify building such infrastructure and pr demand. Figure 1 illustrates how an exampl scientific workflow can be mapped to clou and then deployed and operated as an in infrastructure. It contains cloud infrastructu sioning Cloud ing developed by ts in a number of ANT3 [10] Figure 2 illustrates the CSM lay functional components in a typica shows that the basic cloud service that in most cases expose standard services or applications, in fact, use the provider's physical resources respect the proposed model can be interfaces definition.
IV. MULTI-LAYER CLOUD SERV
In the proposed Intercloud lay following layers are defined inclu services or resources at the top (num see Fig. 2 Figure 4 illustrates the main com Intercloud Architecture, specifi Intercloud gateway function (GW) of the requests, protocols and data domains.
B. Intercloud Federation Framewo
At
The ICFF can be built using federated network access an management widely used for m provider infrastructure integration [ The ICOF definition will leverage the T Forum standards related to eTOM and Ope Systems [22] and Service Delivery F described in the next section.
VI. SERVICE DELIVERY AND LIECYCLE
The on-demand cloud services provisi well-defined provisioning workflow and model. The ICAF Service Delivery Fra extends the TeleManagement Forum SDF necessary extensions to allow dynamic servi modification and recovery. The SDF provisioning workflow all processes that are supporting systems and executed by differen Figure 5 illustrates the main service delivery stages that address specific requ provisioned on-demand CSA virtualised serv Figure 4) to support consi management. MD SLC keeps the include at least service state, service configuration information. general defines mutual nd obligations. However, with the potential need to from multiple providers ures. rvices are based on VPN y simple access control ver SSH as a commonly ess remote processing curity services and fine achieved without deeper ualisation platform and in its own turn can be ned cloud IaaS platform In the clouds data are sent to and processed in the environment that is not under the user or data owner control, and potentially can be compromised either by clouds insiders or by other users sharing the same resource. Data/information must be secured during all processing stages -upload, process, store, stream/visualize. Policies and security requirements must be bound to the data and there should be corresponding security mechanisms in place to enforce these policies.
The following problems and challenges can be identified when intending to build security infrastructure for the intercloud environment and infrastructure:
• Data protection both stored and "on-wire" that include, besides the traditional confidentiality, integrity, access control services, also data lifecycle management and synchronization.
• Access control infrastructure virtualisation and dynamic provisioning, including dynamic/automated access control policies generation or composition.
• Security services lifecycle management, in particular service related metadata and properties, and their binding to the main services.
• Security sessions and related security context management during the whole security services lifecycle, including binding security context to the provisioning session and virtualisation platform.
• Trust and key management in provisioned on demand security infrastructure, and support of the Dynamic Security Associations (DSA) that should provide fully verifiable chain of trust from the user client/platform to the virtual resource and the virtualisation platform.
• SLA management, including initial SLA negotiation, SLA enforcement at the planning stage and SLA monitoring at the operation stage. SLA can specify security requirements and trust anchors that can be used for bootstrapping the DSA at the provisioning stages. The security solutions and supporting infrastructure should support consistent security sessions management:
• Special session for data transfer that should also support data partitioning and run-time activation and synchronization.
• Session synchronization mechanisms that should protect the integrity of the remote run-time environment.
• Secure session fail-over that should rely on the session synchronization mechanism when restoring the session. Wider clouds adoption by industry and their integration with advanced infrastructure services will require implementing manageable security services and mechanisms for the remote control of the cloud operational environment integrity by users.
We refer to the ongoing research by the authors on the general cloud security infrastructure and services definition to address the described above requirements and challenges [24, 25, 26] . The CloudCom2011 paper [24] describe the general security architecture for cloud IaaS service model and its implementation in the Dynamic Access Control Infrastructure (DACI) that uses DSA to provision consistent security infrastructure on-demand. The two follow-on papers are devoted to the policy and security context management in the provisioned on-demand multi-domain and multi-provider cloud infrastructure [25] and propose the Dynamic Infrastructure Trust Bootstrapping Protocol (DITBP) [26] that allows creating DSA during the infrastructure provisioning process.
VIII. IMPLEMENTATION STATUS AND SUGGESTIONS
The GEYSERS project develops and implements an original model and architecture for the general infrastructure services virtualisation (including active network components) and the on-demand provisioning of optimized Network+IT infrastructures and services. The proposed architecture is structured in three different layers ( The project also defines an operational framework for combined network and IT services provisioning (including planning and re-planning), monitoring, SLA and services lifecycle management [27, 28] . Figure 6 illustrates the interfaces defined in the GEYSERS architecture:
MLI -Management to LICL Interface SLI -SML to LICL interface NIPS UNI -NCP+ to LICL interface CCI -Connection Controller Interface LPI -LICL to PHY interface CSSI -Common Security Service Interface. Figure 6 . GEYSERS control and management architecture and interfaces.
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Functional elements/layers and interfaces defined in GEYSERS project are directly mapped to the functional components and interfaces defined in the CMS, ICCMP and ICOF of the ICAF. As a part of its security architecture the project also defined the Common Security Services Interface (CSSI) and the security infrastructure for dynamically provisioned virtualised security services [25] .
IX. RELATED WORKS
There are not many academic researches on cloud architecture. Most of researches are focused on analysis and improvement of the general cloud architecture that is defined by NIST CCRA [2] . Regarding the inter-cloud issue, GICTF has recently released a white paper [28] describing a number of inter-cloud uses cases and has derived from them a collection of technical requirements to be taken into account for supporting such interconnection scenarios. A few works [29] [30] [31] [32] are trying to apply more conceptual approach to defining cloud based infrastructure services, but their scope is rather focused on one or another specific problem. Paper [29] proposes the Cloud Computing Open Architecture (CCOA) based on SOA and virtualisation and derives ten interconnected architectural models, but it doesn't go further with suggesting implementation. The position paper [30] explores an approach to describe the inter-cloud operations based on the New Generation Service Overlay Network (NGSON) but the proposed solutions are rather focused on the content delivery overlay networks. Paper [31] describes the GridARS system that can provision heterogeneous performance assured virtual infrastructure over Intercloud environment, however the proposed solution is primarily focused on the optimal VM deployment and lower level underlying network communication. Paper [32] presented by Alcatel-Lucent Bell Labs provides an interesting point of view of the telecom industry on adoption of cloud technologies to building cloud based telecom infrastructures what confirms the clouds potentiality to provide a basis for the complex infrastructures virtualisation and infrastructure services mobility and on-demand provisioning. A further example on this can be found in [33] where it is described a framework to offer Telecom as a Service as a way for hosting and operating telecom services in a cloud environment. In this case, the framework tries to consider specific particularities of telecom services such as statefulness, disruption intolerance, and long duration sessions (if compared with typical web sessions duration).
Industry research and development are mostly focused on adopting the NIST CCRA to their business practices and platforms. Good example here is the IBM Cloud Computing Reference Architecture 2.0 [34] that provides a lot of useful details on CCRA implementation, interfaces and programming models with the IBM tools and platforms.
X. CONLUSION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
This paper presents on-going research at the University of Amsterdam to develop the Intercloud Architecture that addresses problems with multi-domain heterogeneous cloud based applications integration and inter-provider and interplatform interoperability.
The proposed high level architecture is based on the development and implementation of its different components in a few cooperating projects such as GEYSERS, GEANT, MANTICHORE and NOVI, which experience demonstrated needs for more general approach to complex multi-provider cloud based infrastructure services.
The proposed Intercloud Architecture Framework includes the four inter-related components that address different issues in heterogeneous multi-provider, multicloud, multi-platforms integration: multi-layer Cloud Services Model that combines commonly adopted cloud service models, such as IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, in one multilayer model with corresponding inter-layer interfaces; Intercloud Control and Management Plane that supports cloud based applications and infrastructure services interaction; Intercloud Federation Framework that defines infrastructure components for independent cloud domains federation; and Intercloud Operation Framework that defines functional components and procedures to support cloud based services provisioning and operation.
The proposed approach and definitions are intended to provide a consolidation basis for numerous standardisation activities in the area of inter-cloud architectures by splitting concerns and using already existing and widely accepted solution where possible. The analysis of the security issues in provisioning complex heterogeneous multi-provider intercloud infrastructures presented in the paper will also provide a good basis for the further intercloud security infrastructure definition and development.
The authors are actively contributing to a number of standardisation bodies, in particular, the Open Grid Forum Research Group on Infrastructure Services On-Demand provisioning (ISOD-RG) [35] , and IETF on Cloud Architecture Framework definition [36] 
